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Glossary of Terms 
The Anew School (“Anew”): an existing 501(c)(3) non-profit education organization proposing to open 
public, domestic and international, single-sex boarding schools for Grades 7-12.  
#BlackLedSchools: a grassroots initiative to increase the number of charter schools founded and led by 
progressive Black leaders (at both the Board and school management levels), to leverage their unique 
and invaluable perspectives and vision to evolve education reform efforts to be far more holistic, 
responsive and effective in meeting the needs and spurring the authentic achievement of Black children, 
the largest and persistently lowest achieving demographic served by public charter schools. 
College Successful: Is a term of art created by The Ember Initiative. It is a play on the term “college 
ready.” Rather than ready we are preparing our students to be successful!  
Charter Term: our goal is to be a K-12 charter school, and intend to reach our goal by building grade by 
grade. As a continuation of our current model, during our initial charter term, we will grow from 5th to 9th 
grade.  
Schoolhouse: Is a term synonymous with classroom, referencing the autonomy of the historical one-
room schoolhouse teacher. 
Teaching Firms of America-Preparatory Charter School (“TFOA): an existing K-5 charter elementary 
school in Bedford Stuyvesant, Brooklyn (CSD 16). 
 
I. Proposed School Information: 
a. Proposed school name 
Our proposed charter school is The Ember Initiative for Mindful Education, Innovation, 
and Transformation Charter School (“Ember Charter School”, or “Ember”). The Ember 
Charter School shall be the resultant nonprofit charter school organization that will 
merge two non-profits: 1) Teaching Firms of America (“TFOA”) Professional Preparatory 
Charter School, an existing NYCDOE-authorized charter school; and 2) The Anew 
School (“Anew”), an existing 501(c)(3) nonprofit focused on opening a dual site 
boarding, single-sex and culturally relevant and responsive charter school.  As a 
merged entity, Ember is a unique and innovative endeavor that will blend TFOA’s and 
Anew’s models to create the first K-12 university, and serve as the vanguard charter 
school organization in the #BlackLedSchools Initiative (see glossary above for 
definition).  Ember combines the considerable leadership and resources of TFOA and 
Anew. Together we forge a strong and powerful charter school organization that allows 
for unprecedented opportunities and exposure for our students, while simultaneously 
demonstrating success across the full spectrum of K-12 education: traditional day 
program, boarding, domestic and international school platforms. 
 
b. Proposed school location  
We are proposing to serve students from CSD 16 (Bedford Stuyvesant/Central 
Brooklyn). Our current elementary school is sited by the NYCDOE, and is co-located at 
PS 308. We intend to request additional facilities accommodations from the NYCDOE 
for the elements of our program. In the event the NYCDOE cannot provide the 
appropriate facilities as described below, we will request funding from the NYCDOE to 
acquire our own facilities appropriate for our program in accordance with applicable 
charter law.  
 
c. Planned grades and enrollment in each of the years of the proposed charter term 
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d. Proposed Management and/or Partner Organization(s): N/A 
 
e. Proposed school mission 
Ember’s mission is to prepare our students to become holistically healthy social 
engineers through the development of critical thinking skills; social, emotional, and 
physical well- being; mindful leadership and global citizenship. To achieve our mission, 
we are creating the first K-12 university preparatory school experience that is fun, 
holistic, ‘college-successful’, career-ready, community-centered, culturally rich and 
relevant.   
 
f. School Overview 
Ember Charter School provides a responsive, teacher and designed educational 
program and learning environment – one which is designed to address the cognitive, 
intellectual and socio-emotional needs of at-risk students in a differentiated, but holistic 
manner. The culture, climate and instructional environment are all designed internally 
and collectively by the teachers on the ground in our school. Our proposed curricula 
materials serve as the primary tools to develop our students’ critical thinking, all of 
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which will be designed, created and composed by the collective teaching faculty. In 
rendering this curriculum we have intentionally selected programs and instructional 
methodologies to draw on and use as source materials that provide students with ample 
opportunities to fully realize the critical analysis required by the Common Core 
Standards. This approach also offers teachers enough structure to ensure that students 
are focused on skill mastery, as well as acquisition of content knowledge. Ember uses 
several strategies to ensure that the school delivers supplemental academic assistance 
to students identified as at-risk of failure in accordance with NY State academic content 
and performance standards. Several strategies are used in daily practice to ensure the 
needs of diverse learners are met, including:  
 

• Targeted Content: Appropriate and relevant teacher created Common Core 
Learning Standards (CCLS) -aligned content and academic rubrics and 
assessments.  

 
• Pedagogy: Pedagogical practices include, but are not limited to neuro-pedagogy 

(brain-based research driven); choice-theory; inquiry; mindfulness; innovation; 
autonomy; culturally and economically responsive pedagogy.  

 
• Data Analysis: The Targeted Assistance Program (TAP) identifies students 

based on their performance on the most recent administration of the state 
assessments, CTP and internal teacher-created assessments. Students who 
perform below established cut-off points are requested to participate in the TAP 
program.  

 
• Staff Practice and Development: Twice-weekly Professional Development 

sessions – short form: schoolhouse practice team meetings (1 hour); long form: 
Friday PD sessions (5 hours).  

 
Ember is the expressed expansion of its predecessor models from TFOA and Anew. As 
we move into middle and high school grades, we will have further opportunity to prepare 
our students to become highly analytical, creative and critically thinking young citizen 
leaders and future professionals who will lead our global society in the 21st century. 
Ultimately, we will create a K-12 “university” that has domestic, international, co-ed, 
same-sex, boarding and day school components.  
 
The elementary school (K-4) will continue to operate as a co-educational day program 
from our current location in CSD 16. The first two years of middle school (5-6) will 
operate as a co-educational day program at our upper school site. In the second two 
years of middle school (7 and 8), the students will attend same-sex boarding school 
experiences based in Ghana, West Africa, yet traveling throughout the African, 
European and Asian diaspora. We will create an immersive experience where we will 
continue building our academic foundation free from the stigmas that they are often 
subjected to as children of color from underserved communities in America. The 
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students will return to our upper grade campus in CSD 16 for high school (9-12) to 
continue their boarding school same-sex education back in Brooklyn. 
 
g. Target Population/Community Served  
As noted above, TFOA, our currently operating charter school in CSD 16, will merge 
with The Anew School to become the Ember Charter School. As a result, TFOA’s 
current student population will feed directly into Ember. Our current demographic is 99% 
Black and Latino; 92% Free & Reduced Price Lunch; 14% students with disabilities; 
11% English Language Learners; 32% of our parents are born outside the USA; and 
students represent 29 countries of origin outside the USA. Moreover, over 90% of our 
students remain enrolled year to year; over 90% of our students with disabilities and 
ELLs stay enrolled year to year; over 95% of parents report satisfaction on yearly 
surveys. Additionally, we’re the only Brooklyn-based Charter School completely founded 
and led by Black people.  
 
Ember can demonstrate a sufficient demand within the community for our school. For 
the 2014-2015 school year, TFOA received 533 applications, accepted 80 students and 
had a wait-list of 453 students. There continues to be a high need for high quality middle 
and high schools in CSD 16. Recent school reviews and report cards, and other reports 
of middle-grade performances within CSD 16 reveal a continual dearth in high quality 
schools serving pre-adolescents. In fact, only 13% of seventh and eighth grade students 
attending public schools within CSD 16 scored at or above proficiency in math and 
English language arts (ELA) respectively. Several middle schools reported 0% of 
students scoring proficient in ELA and/or math at one or more grade levels.  
 
h. Replication of High Quality School Models 
The Ember Charter School is not a replication as defined by charter law, but rather a 
merger of an existing charter organization and a 501(c)(3) innovative educational 
organization. Nonetheless, the predecessor NYCDOE charter school, TFOA, has 
demonstrated success in achieving strong results for our students. In 2013-14, our Math 
scores were higher than the CSD 16 average, better than 85% of the traditional schools 
in CSD 16, and higher than citywide averages for Black and Latino students. While our 
ELA scores were less than 2% lower than the CSD 16 average, they were better than 
75% of the traditional schools in CSD 16, and higher than the citywide averages for 
Black and Latino students. Our results on the national normed reference ERB 
assessments were even stronger, with the following percentages of our students 
performing at or above the national norm: 79% in Reading Comprehension, 80% in 
Math, 85% in Verbal Reasoning, 70% in Quantitative Reasoning, 78% in Auditory 
Comprehension, 68% in Writing Concepts, and 65% in Writing Mechanics. 
 
II.    Enrollment and retention of students with disabilities, English Language Learners, 
and students who are eligible applicants for the free and reduced price lunch program   
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Ember Charter School makes every effort to meet the enrollment and retention targets 
for students with disabilities, ELLS, and students living in poverty. Currently, our 
elementary school’s enrollment of special populations of students exceeds that of its 
home district, CSD 16, for ELLs and those receiving free and reduced lunch. Our 
enrollment of students with disabilities lags behind CSD 16. We contend that this lag 
remains persistent because the reported CSD percentages for students with disabilities 
include upper elementary and middle school, where more students have already been 
identified and given IEPs. As an elementary school serving early elementary school 
students, we have a significant amount of not yet identified students with disabilities. 
Further, we employ a pedagogical approach that often attenuates the need for the 
identification and utilization of IEPs for enrolled students. We conduct extensive, fair, 
equitable and need-blind recruitment activities from shelters, preschools and daycare 
centers throughout Central Brooklyn. The Ember Initiative will continue these practices 
under this charter as well. Furthermore, we conducted a Field Outreach and 
Recruitment Report, which includes the following comprehensive recruitment strategies: 
 

● Contact at least 60 organizations in School Districts 13, 16, 17, 32 including: 
Head Start programs, daycare centers, community centers, community centers, 
shelters, churches, libraries, and other CBOs that serve rising kindergarteners, 
1st and 2nd graders. 

● Continue to develop relationships with Site Directors and Key Personnel. 
● Drop off school applications and informational literature. 
● Schedule and execute tabling. 
● Promote open house. 
● Execute storefront visibility campaign – hang 30 – 40 posters with tabs. 
● Determine whether there are opportunities for school leadership to speak with 

large numbers of parents, and if so, schedule appointments (minimal). 
● Create Google Documents of findings. 

 
III. Public Outreach and Community Support 
Ember Charter School will continue our active engagement and public outreach to solicit 
community input and support for our innovative programs. While we have remained 
focused on achieving success within our model, we have continued discussions with our 
Board, parents and community partners about the effective expansion of our model. 
Over the years, we have laid the groundwork for the full evolution into our proposed 
model. Discussions with a myriad of stakeholders, including our parent organization, 
both inside and out of our school building have yielded strong support from all 
stakeholders to merge our charter and expand our scope of services so that we might 
meaningfully serve more of our community’s most historically underserved and low 
income children and families. Most importantly, our parents and staff have indicated a 
tremendous amount of satisfaction. Our parents are happy with and supportive of our 
model, operations and performance. In fact, a parent survey regarding grade-level and 
enrollment expansion resulted in over 90 percent positive responses, indicating a clear 
desire for us to our expand instruction. 


